An algorithm on optimal control due to Y. Sakowa and Y. Shindo is considered. it is based on Pontryagins minimum principle and the Hamiltonian is extended by a penalty term. Using another penalty term for this algorithm, under suitable assumptions we can show that each sequence of control vectors generated by the algorithm converges with respect to the L 1 -norm to an admissible control fulfilling the first order optimality condition.
Introduction
We consider a general control problem with fixed time and Lagrange functional governed by a system of ordinary differential equations. In [411 SAKAWA and SHINDO proposed an iterative algorithm to solve problems of such kind using Pontryagins minimum principle. They defined an augmented Hamiltonian, which is the sum of the Hamiltonian and a quadratic term penalizing the difference between the new and the old controls, and the new control minimizes at each time the augmented Hamiltonian. This term contains also a real parameter. By Bor' mNs [ii this algorithm as considered too. The mentioned authors proved some properties of convergence for this algorithm, but they did not prove the convergence in the metric of some function spaces of a sequence of controls generated by the algorithm to an admssible control, which fulfils the (first order) optimality condition.
We want to treat the problem in the space L 1 (T, Rm ) and as a penalty term we use the L 1 -norm of the difference between the new and the old controls. We use rather mild assumptions (in essential only the existence and continuity of first order partial derivatives of the relevant functions is assumed), as compared with the assumptions used by Sakawa and Bonnans, respectively. Applying these assumptions we deduce an inequality which estimates the difference of two successive values of the cost functional by the L 1 -norm (Theorem 1). This inequality is analogous to inequalities which were obtained by Sakawa and Shindo and Bonnans, respectively, using their approaches. We further show that any sequence (Uk) of control functions generated by the algorithm converges to an admissible control 11 with respect to the L 1 -norm. In order to show that i fulfils the first order optimality condition we must assume some second order conditions of differentiability for the functions L and f (see Theorem 2).
Problem
We consider the system of differential equations
x(t) E X c R and u(t ) € U c R denoting the state vector and control vector, respecti-vely. The control problem is to find an admissible control ut Uad such that u minimizes the cost functional
J to
x denoting the solution of system (I) corresponding to u and
where Uis a convex and compact subset of R and u measurable means Lebesgue measurability of u'(B) for every Borel subset B c R". We denote by L 1 (T,R ... ) 
We want to remark that in case of the control problem (1), (2) it is known that one can choose A 0 = I for the additional Lagrange multiplier. The costate equation we can write as
X(t1 ) = c)g(x(t1))/ax, where A(t)€ R' (condition of transvorsality).

Algorithm:
Step 1: Let be given an admissible control u° and a positive sequence (E') k ,, l c R; set k 0. Compute the state x° associated to u°.
Step 2: Compute the costate A' associated to u
Step 3: Set k k + 1. Compute u Ic. x k such that KEk(xuc,u1,),11,t):5KEk(X,u,Ukl,Akt,t) for all u(t)e U. a.e. on T, where uk uk (x, uk, ) , k -It) € Uad
Step 4 : If a convergence test is satisfied ,then stop; else go to Step 2.
We need still the following property of U8d. (T, R) are such that Ilu k -U 1L1 -+ 0, then by a well-known theorem we find a subsequence (u 1-0 of (u k ) such that u -u a.e. As is easily seen this statement also holds for the space L 1 (T, (T, R m ) and Ilu k -u ll, -0.Let u' -+ u a.e., and let t be any element of Tsuch that u"(t) -* u(t ). We have ukj(t )€ U for all i and since U is compact, U is closed, too. Hence u(t )€ U. Therefore we have u(t)E U for almost all t € Twhich proves u E 1jad ' Now let us formulate the following Hypotheses:
Lemma 1: UOd is closed in the norm topology of L 1( T, R").
(Hi) L(,,) and f(, ,) are continuous and L( . '.t) and f(, , t) are continuously differentiable, a.e. on T.
On an Algorithm for Optimal Control 409 (H2) g is continuously differentiable from R" to R.
(H3) There exists a positive constant M such that
(
114) H(x(t), u(t), A(t), t) is convex with respect to u(t).
We need some properties of the solutions of the state and costate equations, respectively. At first we remark that for each u € U d equations (1) and (3) We can define the compact and convex sets X {x€ R" I jjxjj g Mj and A = {x€ R'7 1 11 ), 11 , M2}.
Proof of Lemma 2: Those of (i) and (ii) are similar. That is why we give only the proof
of (ii). It is true that dA(t)/dt = -H(x( t ), u(t), A(t), t). If we use the definition of the Hamiltonian, then we get
dA(t)/dt -A(t)Tf(x(t), u(t), t) -L( x ( t ), u(t), t).
Since f, and L are continuous on the compact set X U T, therefore we can find positive constants c 1 , c 2 such that II E"x((t) , u(t), t ) 11 :5 c and 1 1L(x(t), u(t), t) 11 S C2
We get 11X ( 0 11 )hI s II )( t )hI c 1 + C 2 . Using the time transformation t = t 1 -t (t e[O, I TI], ITI = t1 -t) we estimate
By integration from 0 to t and estimation we get
and therefore II A(t 1 --s c +fc II X(t -t ) Ijd t .Nowwe use the Lemma of Gronwall and our assertion is proved I 3. Remarks about existence and uniqueness of functions u u k as generated by the algorithm
We assume that we have found functions x 1 , u 1 . x' by the algorithm. Now we want to construct the corresponding functions x k u k Ak C k(x k ,u,u 1 ,) ,,t) Vue U. (4) Since U is also convex and if we would assume that Kk is a strictly convex function with respect to u, then we would find a unique uc(t )e U.
2. We consider a partition of the time interval Tr [t0 . r 1 ] into n (equal) parts and we want to show how to construct a pair (X k . u,) approximating (x u k) where .v k is the state corresponding to u k and x u k fulfil inequality (4) (for this construction, see also [4] 
Estimation of the cost functional
Checking up the behaviour of the cost functional J(u) we can formulate the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Let the hypotheses (HI) -( 1-14) be fulfilled for x(r) E Xc R 1', u( t )€ UC" ),(t)€ A C " and t € T. Let (t')kl be an increasing sequence of positive numbers. Then, with a constant C> 0, J(uk)J(uk1):5(tTI/EkC)tIukk-IIj U (5)
Proof: By the definition of the cost functional we find
+JI/5ki IIu k I -I/kIIuvIf]ds]dt
Now we estimate the term (x k( t 1 )) -g(x k I( )) by means of a Lipschitzian, the inner Kk_l(xk, uk,v,Xki,r) 
+J'T[41u -Vu -/5 k11U v]ds]dt
Further we can estimate the first integrand:
=K(k(xk,uk,v,X1,t)_KCk(Xk,Uh1,V,X,t)
We use the mean value theorem, the inequality of Schwarz and assumption (Hl). We concentrate:
Since by the assumption on ( t k )kll the last term is non-positive we obtain
Summarizing we get
If we apply the algorithm at step k we can write u k-I : v and the inner integratio yields -i/5kllU k -u k-'IIL,-In order to estimate C3 lix" -x k -I ll we use the Lemma o
Gronwall and thus we get c3 iIx' -x k -I ll f offT ll u k -u k -I ll dt. Now we have
From the Lemma of Gronwall we can conclude JT Co IIX x' 1 11 d s C9 Jrllu k_ u' flldt and therewith
Thus the theorem is proved I 27*
Results on convergence
At first we prove a lemma which we want to use in the proof of the following theorem. 
Proof : We give the proof with the help of a two-dimensional version of the induction principle as e.g. announced in [3] . Let M c N x N have the following properties:
(1) (1,1) € lvi;
Obviously (7) holds if I k. Now, we suppose that (7) is satisfied for I s k s n and prove that (7) holds for (j, n 1), j s n + I, too. For j n * 1 the inequality holds. By assumption, for arbitrary j, j ^ n , we have y fl -yJ s 11Z -zIi. Moreover by (6) -11 "' -z"ll. Adding the two inequalities we get y" -yJ'15-an.,(ilz
and thus showing that y" yJ :Sliz " t -z-'ll holds I 
There exists asubsequence
(u k.i) of ( U k) such that u k i --> a.e. on T.
If in addition and f, (or L,, u and f) exist, then G fulfils the necessary (first order) condition of optimality and J(uk) -J(2).
Proof: 1. We have r 1's iTl/(a0 C) and hence t' < TI/C for all k. too. Then lTl/ E k -C> 0 and hence by (5) (J( u k)) decreases. If u is an optimal control, then AU *) s J( u k) for all k and (J (u'-)) converges.
2. For k^: 1 w set a , lTl/r' C , y k =J( U k ) and z k = uk. Then, applying Lemma 3 to the inequality (5), we find that
The convergence of (J( u k)) implies that this sequence is a Cauchy sequence, too. From
implies a ^ a 0 . These facts show that (u k) is Cauchy sequence with respect to the L 1 -norm . Since L 1 ( T. R") is complete we find Ii E L 1 ( T. R"') such that l lu k -0.
By Lemma 1. U E Uad 3. Assertion 3 w obtain at once from Assertion 2 (see the proof of Lemma 1). 4. Let . and X be the solutions of system (I) and (3) and hence DX(t)_X k (t)U_40,tET. Since uuk(t)EUminimiZe5KEk(X.U.U&
1
. X k 1,t)
